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Topics/Questions 

What is the role of the composer in orchestra rehearsals? What happens when you get an opportunity to 
work with an orchestra? Who should be your points of contact? Are there procedures that composers 

should be aware of during the process that they may not be aware of without orchestra experience? 

 

• What is the role of the composer in the rehearsal? 

o NS: mainly that of a facilitator and interlocutor with the orchestra. Two-way feedback is critical; 

the composer benefits from conductor’s and performers’ insights and vice versa. 

• What is the role of the conductor when rehearsing a piece by a composer who is in the room? 

o LGG: it’s important to go beyond the score, to establish a “human connection” with the 

composer in order to ascertain their intended sound world. Clarity of expression in the score is 

essential to this process; that’s preliminary to taking the next step of interpretation. 

• Can you explain what it means for a score to be “clear”? 

o NS: composers need to make the score as intelligible as possible. E.g., putting instructions for an 

extended technique directly in the score rather than in long performance notes or an index. At 

the same time, we shouldn’t “simplify” our language. “Clarity” is different from “simplifying.” 

• As a conductor, how are you the middleperson or “translator” between the composer and players? 

o LGG: “trust” is important. We need to trust that a composer has given us complete, legible 

information, without misprints, bad editions, etc. The “what” of the piece (pitches, rhythms, etc.) 
should be obvious in the score so that the conductor can engage with the work’s 

interpretational “why.” 

o ***Idea/resource from NS: the composer can embed a QR code linked to a video of potentially 

confusing techniques or passages directly in the score. For clarification, to enhance “trust.” 

• As a composer, how has your approach to rehearsing with an orchestra changed over time? 

o NS: I’ve gotten increasingly comfortable breaking the supposed “rules” of orchestra rehearsals 

that many of us learn in music school (e.g., “you can’t talk directly to players,” “you need to limit 

yourself to three comments”). These can be rigid; find a system that works best for you.  

• As a conductor, how do you facilitate conversations with a composer during rehearsal?  

o LGG: it’s good to ask each other directly, “What do you expect of me? How can I be helpful?” 

Be collegial, engage in a dialogue that honors one others’ needs, creativity, and working habits.  

• Can you say more about interactions between the composer and the musicians? 

o LGG: it depends on the orchestra and its rapport with the composer (e.g., if it’s a repeat 

engagement, there’s greater familiarity). But one should be aware of additional interlocutors, 

notably the assistant conductor, a great intermediary between the composer and musicians. 

• As a composer, can you discuss experiences making corrections, errata, or other changes on the fly? 

o NS: it’s good to be expedient and deliberate if/when that happens. It’s also helpful to consult 

the assistant conductor about possible changes, since they know the orchestra intimately. Be 

sure to take advantage of breaks/downtime to make notes or corrections and seek solutions. 

• As a conductor, to what extent do you think it’s possible to make changes to a piece during rehearsal? 

o LGG: there’s definitely flexibility, however there are limits. E.g., a dress rehearsal is too late. 

• Can you expand on experiences working with orchestra librarians?  

o NS: they’re crucial, your “best friend,” able to spot errors prior to the rehearsal process. 

• Who are other important points of contact? 

o NS: the assistant conductor, the librarian, and artistic advisor are invaluable. The advisor is a 

great advocate for composers; they facilitate programming and possibly future engagements. 

• Audience: are there ever differences in opinion between the composer and conductor?  

o NS: yes, and it’s okay for a composer to express disagreement. Just be collegial, collaborative. 

• How important is it to stay in touch with collaborators after a performance? 

o NS: it’s crucial. Always send a thank you note to the conductor and admin team. Cultivating a 

positive, gracious relationship can result in expanded network, commissions, performances, etc. 

• Audience: are there any “don’ts” in the rehearsal process? 

o LGG: don't be rude, disrespectful toward the work that an orchestra puts into a reading (e.g., 

missing librarians’ deadlines, yelling during playing). Mutual respect is key. 
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